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Hammad International Airport
OVERVIEW:
Adexsi UK have designed and supplied Adesmoke® extract units to the new airport
expansion at Hammad International Airport.
36no Bluecoif MOE roof mounted units and 17no Exubaie FOE wall mounted units
were supplied to meet the projects specific requirements, the units are complete with
Flex controls to provide either 230vAC or 24vDC operation.
The airports expansion project will feature a spectacular 10,000 sqm indoor tropical
garden in a central concourse as well as a 268 sqm water feature which will be the
focal point of the project.
Plans include 11,720 sqm of landscaped retail and F&B space, which will enhance
the multi-dimensional offerings of the five-star airport by integrating a world class
art collection. The environment of lush greenery with contemporary retail and dining
concepts among other leisure attractions and facilities all within one expansive
terminal.
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Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive, His Excellency Mr. Akbar Al Baker, said:
“The expansion of Hamad International Airport is a vital part of the future success of
the Qatar Airways Group, and of course of the country’s preparations to host the 2022
World Cup and beyond. It is also a strong sign that Qatar’s economy is robust and
acts as a further economic stimulus, providing excellent opportunities for local and
international contractors.
“The phase two expansion focuses on capacity and passenger experience – we want
to provide even better airport journeys to more people around the world.”
Adexsi AdeSmoke® ventilators are part of the Fire Safety Design for the terminal
expansion and will provide Smoke Extraction in the event of a fire.
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